Positive Traits

Kind    Insightful    Sensitive
Intelligent    Funny    Organized
Hardworking    Patient    Selfless
Loyal    Realistic    Practical
Attractive    Honest    Mature
Down-to-Earth    Generous    Focused
Goofy    Modest    Courteous
Creative    Serious    Grateful
Accepting    Independent    Open-Minded
Strong    Trusting    Positive
Friendly    Resilient    Responsible
Flexible    Cheerful    Cooperative
Nurturing    Self-Directed    Frugal
Thoughtful    Reliable    Tolerant
Confident    Relaxed    Innovative
Optimistic    Listener    Balanced
Respectful    Brave    
Determined    Decisive    
Skilled    Enthusiastic    
Helpful    Forgiving    
Motivated    Humble    
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